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Ethics: The Heart of Health CareJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Ethics: The Heart of Health Care — a classic ethics text in medical, health and nursing studies — is recommended around the globe for its straightforward introduction to ethical analysis. In this Third Edition David Seedhouse again demonstrates tangibly and graphically how ethics and health care are inextricably...
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Clinical Cardiac MRI: With Interactive CD-ROM (Medical Radiology / Diagnostic Imaging)Springer, 2004

	MRI has become the preferred noninvasive imaging modality for the heart and great vessels. The substantial technological progress achieved in recent years has provided the user with state-of-the-art MRI systems, but their optimal use can be limited by restricted awareness of the potential patient benefit and the necessity for teaching. This...
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Endocrine Hypertension: Underlying Mechanisms and Therapy (Contemporary Endocrinology)Humana Press, 2012

	The prevalence of hypertension is almost three times as high as that of diabetes mellitus type 2, with both conditions being major risk factors for stroke, ischemic heart disease, cardiac arrhythmias, and heart failure.  The exact prevalence of hypertension related to hormonal derangements (endocrine hypertension) is not known but...
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Understanding Your Users: A Practical Guide to User Requirements Methods, Tools, and TechniquesMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
"I wish I'd had this book ten years ago; it would have saved me an awful lot of time. It's the kind of eminently practical guide that I really appreciate, and the case studies are excellent. I highly recommend it!"
--Steve Krug, author of Don't Make Me Think! A Common Sense Approach to Web Usability

"Courage and...
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1337 h4x0r h4ndb00kSams Publishing, 2005
This is your ticket into the elusive underworld of the Internet, home to millions of elite computer hackers. 1337 h4x0r h4ndb00k will show you how to walk-the-walk and talk-the-talk of this exclusive community. Soon, you too will be able to go into a chat room and carry on conversations speaking the cryptic 1337...
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Software Project Survival GuideMicrosoft Press, 1997
Targeted at managers (from the top of organizations down through technical leads), McConnell's book provides a blueprint for a successfully managed project; the postulated development effort involves "3 to 25 team members and schedules of 3 to 18 months." At 288 pages, the book could be thinner, but it's easy enough...
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Chinese Nutrition Therapy: Dietetics in Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM)Thieme Medical Publishers, 2004

	Kastner's Chinese Nutrition Therapy is an excellent introduction to Chinese dietetics for both, students and practitioners of Chinese medicine. - I wholeheartedly endorse his book. Nigel Wiseman For millennia, the Chinese have taught that a healthy, appropriate diet is an integral part of maintaining good health and healing myriad disorders,...
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Stem Cells: From Benchtop to BedsideWorld Scientific Publishing, 2005

	Stem cell biology has gained tremendous interest in the recent years, driven by the hope of finding cures for several diseases through transplantation medicine. Various types of stem cells have been identified from preimplantation embryos, the fetus, placenta and adult. The isolation of human embryonic stem cells has been considered the...
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Regenerative and Cell Therapy: Clinical Advances (Ernst Schering Foundation Symposium Proceedings)Springer, 2004

	This book gives an updated review of the state of the art in regenerative cell therapy in the fields of cardiology, hematology, pediatrics, neurology, orthopedics and infectious diseases. The book emphasizes clinical advances as proof of concept in cell therapy based on the revolutionizing observation that regeneration can occur...
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Hacking Exposed Web Applications, 2nd Ed.McGraw-Hill, 2006
Implement bulletproof e-business security the proven Hacking Exposed way

Defend against the latest Web-based attacks by looking at your Web applications through the eyes of a malicious intruder. Fully revised and updated to cover the latest Web exploitation techniques, Hacking Exposed Web Applications, Second Edition shows you,...
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Java in a Nutshell, Fourth EditionO'Reilly, 2002

	
		Java just keeps growing, adding features, functionality, complexity, and tempting developers to growl with frustration. The new 1.4 release of Java 2 Standard edition increases the size of the platform by 50%, to 2757 classes in 135 packages. How are you going to figure out what this means for your applications? As always, Java in...
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Cardiovascular Prevention and RehabilitationSpringer, 2007


	Over the past decades the medical care of the patient with cardiovascular disease (CVD)

	has shown an impressive development, with marked positive consequences for mortality,

	morbidity, and the quality of life of coronary patients. This improvement has

	profoundly changed the arena in which cardiac rehabilitation (CR) has been acting...
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